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MERRIMACK COLLEGE
New Beginnings

Each chapter that is ending
Leads us to a new beginning
The past that we are leaving
Means a Future we are winning.

Each change that fill the present
Set the stage for our tomorrow,
And how we meet the challenge
Helps determine joy or sorrow.

In every new beginning
Spirit plays a vital part.
We must approach tomorrow
With a strong and steady heart.

So as we turn the corner
Let’s all apprehension shed
And fill our hearts with confidence
As we proceed ahead.

-Bruce B. Wilmer
The glory of friendship is not the outstretched hand, nor the kindly smile, nor the joy of companionship; it is the spiritual inspiration that comes to one when he discovers that someone else believes in him and is willing to trust him.

-Ralph Waldo Emerson
Dear Fr. Shaw:

The senior class would like to take this opportunity to thank you for all your help and guidance. All the time and effort you put into the retreat program, Balloon Day and countless other projects is sincerely appreciated. The nicest thing however, is that you still take time to help out on a more personal level.

Thank you for making Merrimack such a special place. Best wishes for future happiness. Have a nice life!

Love,
The Class of ’87
FOOTPRINTS

One night a man had a dream. He dreamed he was walking along the beach with the LORD. Across the sky flashed scenes from his life. For each scene, he noticed two sets of footprints in the sand; one belonging to him, and the other to the LORD.

When the last scene of his life flashed before him, he looked back at the footprints in the sand. He noticed that many times along the path of his life there was only one set of footprints. He also noticed that it happened at the very lowest and saddest times in his life.

This really bothered him and he questioned the LORD about it. "LORD, you said that once I decided to follow you, you’d walk with me all the way. But I have noticed that during the most troublesome times in my life, there is only one set of footprints. I don’t understand why when I needed you most you would leave me."

The LORD replied, "My precious, precious child, I love you and I would never leave you. During your times of trial and suffering, when you see only one set of footprints, it was then that I carried you."

Anonymous
In Loving Memory

David A. Rafferty III

We only knew him for a short while, but he touched many of our hearts.
Seniors
The Class of 1987
1987 The Most Unforgettable Year of Your Life...

almost
innocent

WE'RE GOING PLACES

Party

FRIENDSHIP

IN LOVE

almost innocent

help me get what
I want out of life

WE'RE GOING PLACES

I AM THE MOST
FASCINATING
PERSON I KNOW!

The Chopstick Connection

Available
It’s going to be the party of the century. I invited the whole world.

Friends for life

Where to eat

Celebrate the moments of your life

Life is complicated enough at 7am.

The look

Uh-Oh...

WHY? WHY? WHY?
control yourselves

WATCH MY LIPS

ARE YOU IN A TOUCHY SITUATION?

GUESS WHO

"This is my hair in the morning."

What a revelation!

I'm at my best

a little light refreshment
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The 1987 Edition of *Who's Who Among American Universities and Colleges* will include the names of forty-two students from Merrimack College. The selection committee consists of representatives from administration, faculty and students who rate the nominees in the following categories: scholarship, leadership, and citizenship. This is considered a superior way to recognize students on a national level for their achievements.

The students named this year from Merrimack College are:

Kimberly Bennett
Mathew Boyle
Thomas Boyle
Susan Cargill
Catherine DeBurro
Maria D'Eramo
Laura Digirolamo
Philip diTorio
Carol Dillingham
Mary Dowd
Carol Fantasia
Jeffrey Fox
John Francis
Lisa Garibotto

Thomas Gibson
Andrea Grainger
Pamela Greer
Claire Holland
Chriss Ann Kelly
Anne McAdams
Mary McElhiney
James McLaughlin
Sheila Molea
Carol Norris
Lisa Orr
Michelle Pommier
Mark Prygoda
Manuel Quintana

Elina Riuz
Leticia Ruiz
Mary Scully
Peter Shannon
Maureen Shea
Carol Strong
Micheal Sullivan
Micheal Szarek
Gregory Szczepkowski
David Tagliaferri
Wayne Texeira
Maria Venetucci
Shelly Visalli
Tracy Zander
Clubs
& Organizations
BETA SIGMA EPSILON

DELTA PHI KAPPA
NU PHI KAPPA

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Student
ASH CENTRE RA'S

ASH DORM COUNCIL
COMMUTER COUNCIL

POETRY TEAM
TEWKSBURY HOUSE
METHUEN HOUSE

TYNGSBORO HOUSE
SALEM HOUSE
On Campus
Off Campus

HARRISON'S
ROAST BEEF

ICE CREAM

Peachtre
from DeKuyper

CHARLIE'S PLACE

BayBank

Market Basket

Video Booth

ENTERING
EST. 1646
NO. ANDOVER
The New
Computer Center
Student
Activities
Kick-Off Night
Hibernian Club
Friday, April 11th

Parents' Dinner Dance
Hillview Country Club
Saturday, April 12th

Parents' Brunch
Sheraton/Rolling Green
Sunday, April 13th

Boston Harbor Cruise
Murray Lounge
Wednesday, April 16th

Comedy Night
Murray Lounge
Tuesday, April 15th

Band Impersonation Night
Murray Lounge
Thursday, April 17th

LET'S GET OFF THE CHAIN!

Steven James Restaurant
Monday, April 14th

Danversport Yacht Club
Friday, April 18th

GOOD ~ 1987 TIMES

R O L L 1 1 1
BALLOON DAY '86
AUTUMN INTERLUDE
First Pub Nite
MORE

Merrimack
Out Reach Experience
BAND IMPERSONATION
Get Your
Go Warriors!
Men's Soccer
MEN'S CLUB FOOTBALL

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

From left to right. Bottom: Karen Marcucio, Jenny Jenkins, Jean Clarke, Regina Kulbis, Beth Kalnowski. Top: Kathy Donnelly, Alison McLaughlin, Debbie D'Agostino, Maureen Sheltry, Melissa McGinn, Diane Coughlin, Lisa Bambakidou, Sue Plante, Coach Debbie Cogan.
MEN'S HOCKEY

MEN'S LACROSSE

WOMEN'S TENNIS
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL

THE WINNING COMBINATION

You move.

out of uniform

SUCCESS STORIES FOR REAL EXCITEMENT.

You made us number one.

Undefeated

THE ENEMY.
We just want to be the best.

American year-round classics

Always on the move.

The heat of the moment.

You don't get this far by accident.
SPORTS CANDIDS
1986-87 Champions

Women's Soccer — NE-8 Champions

Men's Hockey — ECAC Division II Champions
Dear Lord:

Help me to be a good sport in this game of life. I don’t ask for any easy place in the line up. Play me where you need me. If all the tough plays come my way, I thank you for your confidence in me. Help me to accept the bad breaks as part of the game and to always play by the rules. Finally Lord, if things go against me and I am benched for being hurt or someone is playing better, please help me to accept that as part of the game. Keep me from whimpering or squealing that I was framed or got a bad deal. And when I finish the final inning and the sixty minutes are up, I ask for no laurels, all I want to know is that I played as well as I could and that I didn’t let you or the team down.

Congratulations to all the coaches and athletes for such a successful season. You are all winners.
SENIOR WEEK '87
WILD, WILD LIFE
This is the time to remember
Cause it will not last forever
These are the days to hold on to
Cause we won't although we want to
This is the time
But time is gonna change
You've give me the best of you . . .
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